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EXHIBITION

Institutional dissonance 

Tate Britain, BP and Socialist–Feminist History

Dave Beech’s review of Tate Liverpool’s exhibition Art 

Turning Left: How Values Changed Making 1789–2013 

(‘A Blockbuster for the Left’, RP 184) assessed the 

usefulness of the exhibition form for presenting 

the complex histories of left-wing politics and their 

intersections within art practice. Two concurrent 

exhibitions at Tate Britain (16 September 2013–6 

April 2014) raised comparable questions about the 

historicization and display of politically informed 

art within the contemporary museum, in relation to 

feminism. Situated adjacent to the primary circuit 

of Tate Britain’s new BP Walk through British Art, BP 

Spotlight comprises ‘a series of regularly changing 

collection displays which … ofer more depth on spe-

ciic artists or themes or highlight new research’.1 In 

Sylvia Pankhurst, attention was focused on the politi-

cal campaigner’s often-overlooked art practice, while 

the neighbouring exhibition displayed the collabora-

tively produced Women and Work: A Document on the 

Division of Labour, from 1975. Demonstrating a clear 

interest in the ‘speciic theme’ of women and labour, 

the foremost concern to arise is: why is Tate showing 

this art now? The imperative of situating the works 

within the (past) socio-economic conditions of their 

production, whilst relecting on the (present) contexts 

of their display, can generate unsettling questions 

for the constantly renewed relationship between 

feminism and the art institution. The powerful dis-

sonance between these artworks and their display 

in Tate Britain ofers a heightened illustration of 

ongoing debates about the role of institutions and 

exhibition practices in consolidating art’s history in 

the twenty-irst century. The place of formerly ‘mar-

ginal’ art histories in this process (here, feminist one) 

invites relection upon the relations of such histories 

to the institutions that they have belatedly come to 

empower through their appearance within them.

The Great Feminist Revival (as insistently pro-

moted by the Guardian newspaper, among others) has 

not bypassed the art world. Contributors to a round-

table discussion published in Grey Room labelled 2007 

‘the year of feminism’, while Amelia Jones noted that 

‘feminism has returned with a vengeance to the art 

world.’2 A series of prestigious survey exhibitions have 

acted as shorthand to indicate some sort of institu-

tional change, or at least institutional recognition, for 

the history of what is increasingly known as ‘Feminist 

Art’.3 A rhetoric of return echoes across contempo-

rary feminism. It is a tendency that has been driven, 

Jones argues, by an optimistic attempt to re-engage 

‘a loosely deined movement that we at least fantasize 

as ofering the most efective institutional and visual 

strategies in countering … nefarious structures of 

power’.4 It is not, however, entirely straightforward 

for younger artists, writers and curators to extend 

the political eicacy they perceive in second-wave 

histories; consequently, feminism risks devolving into 

a common-sense ideology when major institutions 

decontextualize and reframe its past. 

Art historians have generally been sceptical about 

the promise of conventional curatorial methods 

to represent political histories. If feminism and 

Marxism raise the question of ‘extra-academic 

interests and values’,5 extrinsic to conventional 

institutional boundaries, then recouping these art-

works has profound consequences for the meanings 

produced in the exhibition space. Recently, museums 

have appeared increasingly eager to align themselves 

with the subversively ‘extra-academic’, adopting what 

Julian Stallabrass terms a ‘corporate rhetoric of non-

conformity’.6 Yet such an ‘incorporative approach’ is 

in danger of leaving the status quo fundamentally 

unchanged.7 This general condition of feminist 

revival, one that employs earlier strategies without a 

corresponding renewal of politics, must be borne in 

mind when considering Tate’s BP Spotlight displays.  

An obvious concern is that the insistent rhetoric of 

return, and the attendant inclusion of particular 

art practices (within a limited curatorial frame), 

function to simultaneously disguise the failure of 

oppositional politics to avoid recuperation within 

the unchanged institutions they sought to criticize 

and revolutionize. 

The 1980s was a period of rapid expansion for 

Tate, as it opened new museum sites and turned 

increasingly to private investment. At the time, 
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Deborah Cherry and Griselda Pollock condemned 

the museum’s relationship with inancier Pearson, 

indicting its ‘practice of legitimating corporate 

capital by cultural patronage’.8 The hastening incur-

sion of corporate inance into semi-public cultural 

institutions has of course received much attention 

in the intervening years. Tate’s controversial 1990 

sponsorship deal with BP has been especially promi-

nent. As the arts group Platform put it in 2012: Tate 

‘once again faced criticism for taking money from a 

company now known as the third most responsible 

for climate change in the world, as well as causing 

much local environmental damage and human rights 

abuses’. Almost exactly mirroring Cherry and Pol-

lock’s comment from thirty years earlier, they added: 

‘Campaigners assert that by taking money from BP 

the Tate is contributing signiicantly to the company’s 

“social licence to operate”.’9 However, beyond merely 

legitimating corporate operations, again as Cherry 

and Pollock pointed out, such cultural practices ‘also 

sell meanings’.10 The recent museological turn to the 

extra-institutional art histories informed by (social-

ist) feminism does not simply relect pre-existing for-

mations, but is actively ‘determining an art historical 

category of “Feminist Art” or “Art by Women”’.11 The 

jarringly visible corporate branding of Tate is not 

discountable from this production. 

In both exhibitions, the clash between the politi-

cal intentions of the subjects (Pankhurst; Harrison, 

Hunt and Kelly; the Emily Davison Lodge) and the 

mediation of the host institution (Tate and BP) – 

between the feminist intent to expand the bounda-

ries of art into the socio-economic arena and the 

museum-gallery’s homogenizing viewing conditions 

– represent irresolvable opposing interests. 

Sylvia Pankhurst

The Pankhurst exhibition was curated by Emma 

Chambers in collaboration with the artists’ collec-

tive The Emily Davison Lodge.12 A letter from the 

collective to Tate Britain is included, beseeching the 

museum to consider the importance of collecting 

Pankhurst’s work and ‘promoting her signiicance to 

the nation’. As is well known, Sylvia was born to the 

political Pankhurst family and, alongside her mother 

and sister, agitated for women’s sufrage. However, 

unlike Emmeline and Christabel, she left the Women’s 

Social and Political Union (WSPU) in 1913 to set up 

the East London Federation of Sufragettes, which 

later became the Workers’ Socialist Federation. This 

change of title relects Pankhurst’s expansive politi-

cal approach, which during this period encompassed 

workers’ rights and anti-imperialist struggles. 

However, as the Emily Davison Lodge points out, she 

was also a talented artist. The BP Spotlight exhibition 

contains examples of her WPSU designs, alongside 

a 1907 series of drawings and paintings made on a 

tour of factory towns across Northern England and 

Scotland. These images of coal workers, boot makers 

and cotton mill labourers were originally produced 

as illustrations for a lengthy critical article entitled 

‘Women Workers of England’, published in London 

Magazine in November 1908. The illustrations also 

accompanied a series of shorter essays published in 

Votes for Women magazine between 1908 and 1911.

A concerted efort was made, through the inclu-

sion of information panels, to communicate these 

contextual details to the audience; to emphasize 

the original function of Pankhurst’s images as 

illustrative evidence for her reports on gendered 

wage discrepancy and poor working conditions. 

To this end, a facsimile of the ‘Women Workers’ 

article is also included in the display. However, the 

conventional organization of the exhibition secures 

an idealist narrative in which the artist-function 

‘Sylvia Pankhurst’ is established at the beginning 

of the display with a large-scale studio photograph. 

The privileged space of the studio functions to 

frame the painter as exceptional genius, positioned, 

in particular, above and beyond her working-class 

subjects, whose daily lives she translates for an 

educated, metropolitan audience. In this instance, 

the invocation of ‘art’ retrieves Pankhurst’s socialist 

activism only for art history. This romantic hierar-

chy is further reinforced since the exhibition was at 

the behest of two artists. 

Within a conventional art-historical narrative, 

Pankhurst’s artworks bear a formal resemblance to 

Edgar Degas’s renowned laundress paintings. Femi-

nist art historians have for many years addressed the 

slippery class positions represented within Degas’s 

works and yet the formal connection risks reducing 

Pankhurst’s social commentary to aesthetic pretti-

ness. If we accept that the exhibition form functions 

to mask and naturalize its particular construction, 

then unless the audience has a prior knowledge of 

the artwork’s historical moment of production it 

can be diicult to perceive the economic and sexual 

divisions upon which such representations are based. 

Class and gender are instead reduced to aesthetic 

scenery, hazily constructed backdrops rather than 

contested political categories – categories contested 

by a critically informed reading of those very art-

works. As Lisa Tickner has put it: 
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It is not that the details are not historical (the 

names, dates, pedigrees), rather that in its con-

ventional formulations art history fails to provide 

a mode of inquiry into the social production of 

cultural meanings, meanings articulated in distinc-

tively visual conigurations.13 

In spite of these ‘conventional formulations’ of 

display, it is arguable that the inclusion of Pankhurst’s 

artwork at Tate Britain has basic structural bene-

its within the museum. The Emily Davison Lodge 

campaign has positively inluenced a major British 

institution to acknowledge the history of a signii-

cant women artist and activist (and a signiicant 

moment in the history of British feminism). This 

has explicit pedagogical implications given the large 

audience numbers at Tate Britain. However, these 

material efects (at the level of inclusion) do not nec-

essarily translate into ideological efects. As Dieter 

Roelstraete has argued, we are living ‘at a time when 

there seems to be such great longing, precisely among 

young artists … for the lethargic, anaesthetizing 

comfort of the museum’. Roelstraete recognizes a 

connection between,

on the one hand, the reluctance to theorize the 

present moment in art (let alone its future), and, 

on the other, the massive amounts of art made 

today concerned with ‘yesterday’; our inability to 

Women and work

Curated by Katherine Stout and (again) Emma Cham-

bers, the BP Spotlight display contains selections from 

Women and Work: A Document on the Division of 

Labour. This conceptual project was produced col-

laboratively by Margaret Harrison, Kay Hunt and 

Mary Kelly between 1973 and 1975 and documents the 

division of labour at a metal box factory in Bermond-

sey, South London. Comprising statistics, interviews 

and photographic evidence, the archive particularly 

draws attention to the disparate pay and promotional 

opportunities between men and women at the factory, 

and how these were afected by the 1970 Equal Pay 

Act. Unlike Pankhurst’s illustrations, made over a 

century ago – the radical context of which is largely 

suppressed in their formal accordance with modern 

ideals of art and its aesthetics – the adjacent exhibi-

tion is starkly non-visual. The archival documents 

present a pseudo-sociological study of the factory and 

thus create doubt about what counts as art and why; 

what counts as work and why. As Michèle Barrett has 

reminded us, art is generally seen as ‘the antithesis 

of work. It is mythologized as an oasis of creativity 

in the desert of alienated mass-production capital-

ism. It is idealized as the inspired product of a few 

gifted and privileged people.’15 The museum display 

of this documentation, produced from the seemingly 

un-artistic space of the factory, could 

therefore be understood to destabilize 

this division. 

The documents comprise videos 

demonstrating the daily processes of 

the factory, photographs of the repeti-

tive tasks, and tallies of the men and 

women employed in each job. The 

exhibition is, dare I say, fairly dull – as 

one photocopied booklet on ‘manage-

ment theory on productivity’ attests. 

However, is this not the point? The 

items record the dull and monotonous 

work of the factory and refuse the 

aesthetic conceits of art. Unlike later 

relational or dialogical gallery ‘experiences’, Women 

and Work does not seek to entertain; instead it starkly 

(re)presents the workers’ daily experiences for its 

audience. In the original exhibition, however, the 

collective stressed the importance of location, stating 

that the ‘Bermondsey area of Southwark has been 

the centre of workshop industries employing large 

numbers of women for over a century.’16 Thus the 

rationale of the art project is locally embedded and 

inextricable from the social history of the area, which 
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either ‘think’ or simply imagine the future seems 

structurally linked with the enthusiasm shared 

by so many artists for digging up various obscure 

odds and ends…14 

According to this argument, the indulgently nostal-

gic archival strategies of many contemporary artists 

fail to have critical efects in the present. The ques-

tion that we run up against time and time again is 

whether this homogenizing nostalgia is an inevitable 

outcome of the exhibition form. 
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prompts particular concerns when it is relocated in 

the atemporal space of Tate Britain. 

In 1975, after being banned from the metal box 

factory, the artists exhibited their project in the nearby 

South London Art Gallery. As Rosalind Delmar wrote 

at the time: ‘it is the fact that the photographs, inter-

views, tables and charts are contained in a particular 

mode within the gallery that makes them into “art”.’17 

It is diicult to assess how close the curatorial set-up 

at the Tate is to the original show, but Delmar men-

tions the ‘ampliied sound’ of the videos, ‘the sounds 

of the factory, the whirring, booming and clanging 

of the machines’. These sounds (which, according to 

Delmar, suggest ‘the lesh and blood of the process’) 

are notably absent from the Tate Spotlight display, 

reinforcing the sterile gallery atmosphere and negat-

ing the original attempt to produce an immersive 

aural disquiet that mimics the worker’s daily envi-

ronment. Reviews from the period report that the 

archive would – after an immediate tour of Trades 

Council spaces – be housed in Manchester’s Museum 

of Labour History.18 However, in 1996 curator Judith 

Mastai reported that the museum had no knowledge 

of the artwork and she had discovered that it was 

in fact being stored in Kay Hunt’s attic. The history 

of the project’s display is therefore anything but 

straightforward. Having been recovered by Mastai 

and shown in Vancouver in 1997, part of it appeared 

in the 2000 Whitechapel Gallery show Live in Your 

Head, Concept and Experiment in Britain, 1965–1975, 

curated by Clive Phillpoyt and Andrea Tarsia. For-

mally related to the documentary practice of Mary 

Kelly’s Post-Partum Document (1973–79), which she 

was working on at the same time, it is the context 

of the history of Kelly’s pioneering practice that the 

piece has so far largely been discussed. Its acquisition 

by the Tate could therefore be considered as fulill-

ing an important archiving and preservation func-

tion. However, in shifting from factory, trade hall 

and small gallery, through domestic storage to the 

museum, the work’s character changes signiicantly 

and the impact of this evolving framework needs to 

be made visible to audiences, if its historical, political 

and artistic meanings are to be preserved along with 

its physical materials. 

Women and Work collects and presents a wealth of 

information about gender, hourly wages, promotional 

opportunities and the daily routines of workers. The 

politicizing or educative efects that these materials 

may have had upon a contemporaneous audience 

viewing them in a 1970s’ union hall can be diicult to 

imagine. Diary-style entries chart the working day of 

employees: for example, women who had to balance 

domestic duties (making packed lunches and dinners 

for sons and husbands) with evening factory shifts. 

These objects imply the inextricability between the 

politics of employment and the sexual division of 

work in the family home. Reading the diary entries 

it is incredibly diicult for a younger generation to 

reconstruct the economic and sexual relations that 

structured these workers’ lives. It is a working day 

and domestic routine that demands further clarii-

cation. Presented as ‘art’, framed and hung on the 

gallery wall, these documents risk slipping into a 

remote irrelevancy.  

Gender, labour, nostalgia

Considered together, then, the two exhibitions begin 

to tell a story about women, labour and the failure 

of structural changes (including obtaining the vote 

and the Equal Pay Act) radically to alter inequitable 

working conditions. In this history, collective action 

and subsequent alterations to labour conditions 

are repeatedly met by the reassertion and renewed 

control of capital – necessitating a renewal of critique 

and analysis. But the narrative stops short and the 

implications are not drawn out. Indeed, the condi-

tions of display in Tate Britain close down the oppor-

tunity to read these archives as anything more than 

historical curiosities. The works are separated by over 

half a century, yet they indicate the trans historical 

principle that women always do worse. This is of 

particular importance at a time when the discourse 

surrounding women’s work remains so limited, and 

when liberal feminism has (in the words of Nancy 

Fraser) ‘become capitalism’s handmaiden’.19 

As long ago as 1997, in this journal, Diane Coole 

condemned feminism’s nostalgic regression to an 

idealized ‘second-wave’ past and theorized the situ-

ation as follows: 

Of course women still occupy worse-paid jobs 

under worse conditions, but the complexities 

of our location within an economy that is both 

pre- and post-modern; the growth of a substantial 

underclass, of which women represent a signii-

cant proportion; the efects of information tech-

nology on the home/work distinction that has 

underpinned capitalism thus far, as well as our 

own public/private opposition; the simultaneous 

collapse of the family and a renewed support for 

so-called family values … these are all structural 

changes calling for new analysis.20

The art produced by Sylvia Pankhurst and the 

Women and Work collective ofered reasonable and 
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thoughtful critiques of the situation as it existed at 

their respective historical moment. But, following 

Coole’s suggestions, do we not urgently require new 

information, new theorizing and new practices? The 

curation and exhibition of artworks need to be a 

mode of research, one method of indicating the direc-

tion of new paradigms, rather than ofering a display 

of art’s ixed historical moments. Although the inclu-

sion of this material may produce an expansion in the 

museum’s understanding of ‘art’, it nonetheless here 

fails to trouble the category itself – and, of course, 

understanding why art might be (or have been) a 

more privileged form of work than boot- or box-

making is fundamental to this. The cultural baggage 

that occludes and mystiies the historically distant 

labour represented by the artwork is not challenged 

by the Tate displays. Instead, nostalgia works to secure 

these moments as remote and obscure. Separating 

them out, the displays enact a politics of information 

rather than knowledge, ideals rather than ideas.

As with any exhibition of historical works, an 

anlysis must be addressed to the historical condi-

tions of the present discourse on these practices and 

the ways in which their institutional representation 

is implicated in current processes of social control. 

Arguably, at a time when Tate’s reliance upon cor-

porate sponsorship is more visible than ever, the 

museum has adopted the impression of inclusivity 

and auto-critique.

A signiicant moment of institutional dissonance 

is provided by these two exhibitions, which force 

us to rethink feminism’s cultural alliances and 

strategies. Both of these archives were born out of 

socialist-feminist struggles in the twentieth century. 

Tate Britain’s conservative curatorial framing of 

them within BP-sponsored exhibition spaces, serves 

to make a mockery of these struggles, to signal their 

presumed failure and to mark a cynical recuperation 

by the very capitalist forces they set out to oppose. 

Victoria Horne
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